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Elementary School Junior Home About Our Academic Activities Administration Professor/Staff * First Grade Team Page * Grade 2 Team Page * 3 grade Team Page * 4th Grade Team Page * 5th Grade Team Page * Kindergarten Team Page 1st Grade - Braddon, Brittany 1st Grade - Craddock, Ashley 1st Grade -



Fleming, Jennifer 1st Grade - Martin, Jennifer 1st Grade - Smith, Deanna Sophomore - Cooper, Dominique Sophomore - Davis, Maggie Sophomore - Cooper, Dominique Sophomore - Davis, Maggie Sophomore - Hawkins, Bari Sophomore - King, Cheryl Sophomore - King, Cheryl Sophomore - Carrie 3st Grade - Dean,
Dean Tipany 3st Grade - Bale, Candace 3st Grade - Myers, Tracy 3st Grade - Seiger, Jordan 3st Grade - Turquoise, Jessica 4th Grade Bush, Kenyatta 4th Grade - Embry, Rachel 4th Grade - Gay, Nikia 4th Grade - Seitz, Austin 5th Grade - Hayes Sherry, 5th Grade- 5th Grade - Christie - 5th Grade, Lisa 5th Grade -
Osborne, Jackie EIP Teachers - Coffman, Pam EIP Teachers - Sphinx, Tracy ESE (AUT) - Harris, Samantha ESE (AUT) - Kenny, Venetian ESE (IRR) - Brewington, Beverly ESE (IRR) - Denk, Donna ESE (SLP) - Magwood, Jennifer Talent Support Teacher: Gerber, Cheryl Talent Support Teacher - Hernandez, Tammy
Education Personalized Learning Lead - Dose, Jessica Kindergarten - Lofton, Kandria Kindergarten - Kemp Dorsey, Lewis Kindergarten - Rogers, Sarah Kindergarten - St. Terry Rudy Special (Music) - Iden, Jacqueline Special (PE) - Phillips, Stuart Title Teacher - Davis, Julie ESE (K-2) - Beltran, Katie Kindergarten -
Webster, Bona Information Personalized Learning HFE Counseling Office Home for us about school improvement plan SY 2017-18 academic activity professor/staff 8th grade physical science cancer, Darby Andrews , D'Mandy Benson, Kim Vardy, Aubrian Booker, Gensi Brown, Sandra Bryan, Brittany Culver, LaChaw
Cunningham, Ariel Davis, John Davis, Kwanesha Dickie, Jerolna Dixon, Demetria Draper, Susan Edmonds, Jessica Evans, Lindrina Falls, Lauren Fuller, Kesha Garcia, Mira Garcia, Wilknekia George, Jennifer Hadrick, Tamea Harris, Kimberly Harris, Monica Hayes, Rakuia Henry, Andrea Hicks, Derek Hick Markkey
Howard, Trakendrick Howard, Vinencia Hudgins, Colmelta Hunter, Lindsay (DMS) Ice, Jasmine Jones, Nicole Johnson, Daphne Jordan, Jasmine King, Barbara King, Sharon Lazarus, Rosini Lewis, Mia McPhatter, Stephanie Monroe, Nicolette Munsami, Lynn Moore, Crystal Murdau, Natalie Odom, Joxta Olicesi, Lord
Naid PE/Health Teachers Peart Grant, Caleta Pickett, Leah Pittman, Schonte Reese, Marie Richardson, Khadiya Richardson, Tufunia Salas, Beth Sekrist, Deborah Sellers, DeMarcus Simmons, Michael Sociology-6th Grade Spanish Hour, Carrie Seiffert, Malaika Thomas , Mignon Thrasher, Shereco Biggs, Fabion
Walter, Rashimita Watkins, Sarah Watson, Anna White, Rasondra White, Makesha White, Robin Williams, Tori, Rainers, Robin Williams, Tory, Tory, Rainers, Raynors, Raynors, Evanlin Williams, Tori, Lewis, Raynor, Rainers, Raynors, Evanwilliams, Tori, Lewis, Raynor, Raynor, Raycelyn Williams, Tori, Lewis, Rainers,
Evan Williams, Tori, Tory, Lewis, Lewis, Laidlin, Lewis, Leiner, Raynor, Leiner, Lein, Lewis, Lein, Lewis, Leinglin, Leiner, Reyner, Raynor, Lewis, Raynor, Williams, Reyceline, Leyner, Lewis, Leingin, Lewis, Leiner, Leyner, Raynor, Leiner, Reyner, Raycelyn, Reyner, Leyner, Leyner, Reyceline. DMS Tim Cockrell, George
Crissy, Luther Dill, Megan Dillard, Thomas Jones, Christopher Oats, Yolanda Oneto, Patricio Palmer, Justin Phillips, Pongia Shaikh, Munawar Teacher Skills Page Information Land Personalized Learning Education What is Personalized Learning personalized learning in DMS Counseling Office?    The Junior Beta Club
is a national honors association headquartered in Spartanburg, South Carolina.  National requirements for membership include reliable achievement, commendable attitudes, and valuable personalities. The National Junior Beta Club maintains a web page. Members will be given a password when they join the club. You
can visit this page.     The Northwest Rankin branch of the Junior Beta Club was chartered in the spring of 1989. Charter sponsors were Christy Jones and Alpha Jean Brumet. New recruits have been held every year since winter and spring, and the 30th recent opening ceremony was held. The current patrons are Mrs
Branning, Mrs Curran, Mrs Farr, Mrs Fredericks, Mrs Hall, Mrs Martin, Mrs McCool and Mrs Nicholson. Membership requirements school standards based on national requirements are as follows: ~ 90 semesters average each subject * - high grade for attitude by faculty - recommended by the head of the school service
project is asked to complete the 12-hour service. Service hours may include reading the positives for Jr. Beta members to ponder about the entire school in the morning, or raising and lowering the school flag each morning and afternoon. More service opportunities are listed in the calendar. Over the past 10 years, junior
beta clubs have participated in Mississippi Junior Beta Club competitions at state conventions. This year's competition will be held from March 24-26 at the Banking Corps Center in Tupello. I will stay in a hotel that has not yet been decided. In this competition, our school members compete with 5,000 junior beta club
members from across the state in categories such as academic teams, talent, art, spelling, speech, scrapbooks, essays, and banners. NWR Junior Beta Club members must meet semester grade requirements, be highly regarded by teachers for their commendable attitudes, and serve at least 12 hours in competitions.
SubjectURLInspectiveInspective Beta Club website this is the National Junior Beta Club website.  Show 1 item ... Import - Water Right - Water Suitable for LifeWATER Softener: A normal user display during operation is a replay troubleshooting guide: problem cause correction 1 is the time of the remaining deiler gallons
before. It does not appear on PC Board A. Electrical outlet A. Do not use repair outlets or work outlets... View Doc LaneSoftCollumbus ... This view Water Softener - System Saver The best result is ® system saver® II pellets in water softeners. How to install, operate and maintain salt in all water softeners. Need support
for installation or troubleshooting, order parts or want to report warranty issues, ... View full source tag: Clack Water Softener Commercial Water Softener Plastic Nut Warranty Issue Water Softener System Reply May, 2004 08:43 AM I purchased one of these units a few years ago and purchased one of these units. Does
anyone know where to get parts and filters for this device? It's a nightmare to go through the rainsofts yourself and the price is ridiculous. Can anyone help? Type: Discussion • Score: 70 • Views: 271,687 • Replies: 258 2 Replies Can be 26 May, 2004 01:09 PM I just need a filter but I don't know if that's a unit without
furniture ok. Will serial numbers help? Or what information do I need? Thanks for your harvest.   1 Reply Fri 20 August, 2004 08:30 pm Lane Soft Help!!! We have had problems from time to time since we purchased rainsoft system 3 years ago. The low salt alarm never goes off and now we have a problem using salt.
What ideas does Ayone have?   1 reply May 25 October, 2004 07:55 pm Rainsoft system - we regret buying terrible and terrible customer service. Technicians don't show up to do their job, the system doesn't work as promised, and the service manager declines phone calls. We regret ever dealing with these companies
and I would have nothing positive to say about them. If you want to purchase one of these systems, think again. You may find many complaints, like my, associated with Rainsoft. They should be shut down.   1 reply Tuesday, October 26, 2004 at 06:52 PM IM also victims of rain soft water softener products. I bought the
unit a few years ago and the money I paid is not worth how they treated me. Customer service is terrible. The company must shut down before more victims can occur. JM 1 Reply Two 3 February, 2005 02:32 PM Re: Rain Soft Help!!! I'm not sure if the system has helped or not, but if you don't use salt, you may need to
replace the timer. If you're under 5, you should have a warranty on your timer, but you can call your rainsoft dealer to say for sure. They should not be charged for timers, but they can be made for the labor involved.   If you are in the non-soft Florida area on 1 Reply Sat 12 February, 2005 at 10:09 pm you can contact the
Florida Attorney General's Office for complaints about Rainsoft. Rainsoft has contracts with them to perform services or impose fines. Visit Edit (Moderator): To learn more about water treatment or moisture facts, the links are removed They have a lot of information and include one huge glossary.   1   Sunday, February
13, 2005 06:12 pm Oh my - I'm so glad to see this. I have a friend who can tell you who others will be so relieved to know that there is a big problem with their Rainsoft customer service as well.   1 Reply May 28 February, 2005 02:08 PM Re: RainSoft Water Softener Problem Pugama wrote:I I bought one of these units a
few years ago for a price that's not worth the system. Does anyone know where to get parts and filters for this device? It's a nightmare to go through the rainsofts yourself and the price is ridiculous. Can anyone help? I'm in a soft budge and I can say that it's very expensive but the best in the market is unbudying. If a
filter is required, go to the local dist. They are not called rainsoft but will sell the product. Do not go directly to any body. If you've got that system and you have a lifetime warranty 0 reply May 28, 2005 02:16 pm if you beleves your machine out and doesn't stop working they are the only ones with a lifetime warranty 0
reply May 28 02:16 pm and you stop people working destroying good equipment. The problem is problem 1 response Tuesday 1 March, 2005 01:08 pm Waterguy has a point when you buy a piece of rubbish and logically do not think the system does not say that it is an arresting human error. I am sorry...   1 reply two 24
March, 2005 07:40 am and I agree with Water Guy!!! We have been using Rainsoft softener (in urban water) for more than 8 years and it requires very little maintenance. At any time we call our local Rainsoft dealers (Carpenter's Water Treatment, Durham, N.C.) and they respond immediately with no problem. We
recently bought a new house with good water. We knew there was a problem with the water but we bought it because of the decent price. I thought the softener would deal with some problems here, but that wasn't true. I called the carpenter on Saturday and said he had a problem with iron and low pH. The sales rep was
here on Sunday (another company will do that) and tested the water for us. He told me what the problem was and told me that if that was what we wanted, we would install a chemical feed system on Monday. He explained the two systems and told me the pros and cons of each. Of course they arrived the next morning
and installed it. Their water solutions and customer relationships are fantastic. We are completely delighted and look forward to many years of service in our system. Later!   1 reply two March 31, 2005 04:12 pm RainSoft water treatment system sorry to hear of people having problems with the system, but you need to
realize a few things. 1. There are rainSoft competitors in the US who actually pay people to come to sites like this and post stuff for RainSoft. I know this because I talked to people who did it. Also, there are people who post these things while in a fit of rage, then realize later that they forgot to hit the appropriate button or
something like that. The Internet It's a tool to study, but if you catch one of these people, you'll get misinformation. It has to do with any research. If you've seen it on the Internet, that doesn't mean it's true. 2. The complaint I am seeing is about individual distributors, but RainSoft did not mention that it has about 400
offices in the United States and is in 37 countries. There are a few dealerships that don't respond to the things they need to do. That doesn't mean they're all terrible and they all eat babies. Use some common sense here. 3. Search for complaints about other items you use every day. Find your favorite department store
in the U.S. Or search for a fast food restaurant. How about the car you are driving. Someone here who didn't do business with McDonald's, Walmart or Ford or Chevrolet and who can't figure out the complaints, or something they saw by someone who couldn't read the manual? The point, for sure, is that RainSoft has
some complaints out there. Which is valid and is the result of someone trying to hit the competition online? RainSoft has millions of satisfied customers. Is anyone thinking of contacting you? Your local RainSoft reseller can provide people from the area who have the system and can talk to them directly! Don't judge more
than 400 offices based on one or two bad dealers or mess up the competition based on what someone did at 1 a.m. on the Internet. YOU CAN FIND PEOPLE WHO DO THIS BASED ON THE AMOUNT OF FLAMES THIS POST GETS... Watch!   1 Reply Fri 8 April, 2005 10:49 PM Lane Soft Water System Issues I am a
RainSoft/Discovery marketing customer. It is also known as consumer sucker. I will not be paid to post this complaint. I wish I had but what's happening to me my husband is real. My story is long and detailed. This started with the purchase of a well-needed water purification system. We have lived in our house for 15
years and are in a well. We had different water softener systems. But this man seemed to be one. Our water has tannins, rust, iron and odors that are difficult to treat. The salesmen didn't guarantee any problems, and the system could handle everything and did so for other families in the same county. He could see it as
our water, which we desperately needed. Salesmen showed all the water tests and savings when they purchased the system after 10:00pm. The system was expected to be installed the next day. No one showed me until late that night. We had no water after 10:00pm. Our problem started right away. We still had solid
yellow water and the plumbing was leaking. In addition, an air purifier was installed. Attached to ductwork in the attic. The installer drilled a hole in the hallway and ran along the wall to the exit. Then attach the wire to the wall. I get a call immediately They called me back by the investigator. He told me he couldn't get out
of our house until next week. When the investigator came out (it wasn't the person I spoke to on the phone) she took a picture and made a service call the next day. She said she would keep everything straight and run the system correctly. Our 3 day cancellation period went up and we didn't have an execution system.
She told us not to worry about the financial apocalypse because we wouldn't pay until the financial company talked to us. We had no show the next day. We called to set another date. When they finally showed that things were getting worse; some pipes that happened in the middle of the night were broken. This burned
the water pump and burned electrical cords and outlets. We had no lucky fire! We turned them off to fix the plumbing, but fixing the pumps and electricity was our sacrifice. Still no hard yellow water and drains. Once the system is recycled, water flows into the yard. The financial company called us and I told them our
problem. They contacted Rainsoft/Discovery Marketing and were told the system was installed and working. We had no idea what was going on so the financial companies paid. It all happened in July 2004. We've had the system for almost 10 months and it still doesn't work. Service tech comes out 2-4 times a month.
They serviced the system with the same resulting hard yellow water without drains for 15 minutes to 1.5 hours. We spoke to the president of the company and a handful of other managers. The system is not broken and is not due to improper maintenance. The system is not working. We didn't agree to buy a system they
would try to work for us. Discovery Marketing told us after loitering back the timers needed to add more paper and replace the paper heat with larger columns, replace carbon heat, replace duct notes almost monthly, and add ash to salt poles to make chlorine work better. So they changed the position of the metal column
and the carbon column. Now carbon heat is the last and we still have hard yellow water. They came out last month and put it in a French drain, but it collapsed in 2 days and they haven't repaired it yet. After researching for help, we found other complaints not only in our county, but also in other counties, along with
Discovery Marketing for systems that don't work through pricing and lousy services. The salesmen tried to use us as references. It would work if it wasn't for my kids. On their way home from school one day last month, their bus went down the street from our house where a rainsoft truck installed the system. When they
got home they said something to me. The next day I I talked to people and talked all about my situation with Rainsoft/Discovery marketing. They were very surprised because the salesman used our name that we bought the system last year and we loved it. Their water was also hard and yellow, and their system was
only three days old. There are no human errors on their part. Then they were still lucky to clear by midnight and did so. The system has edozo to make our lives easier and more financial with savings that don't require us to buy bottled water, soap, etc. Instead, you still have to use bottled water, and you use twice as
much soap before. The system circulates every night. 2 hours per night, 2 nights. It erodes the yard, uses more electricity, and we now need to add four blocks of chlorine and ash and salt every month. And we get the pleasure of complaining every week and calling for the luxury of waiting for our service skills. We asked
Discovery Marketing to take back the system they said NO! They will send someone to fix it. I don't think I'm going to do anything else after 10 months. So we called another Rainsoft number that said Discovery Marketing is just a distributor and our problem has nothing to do with them (Rainsoft). I wanted to do now why
Discovery Marketing represents itself as Rainsoft when responding to mobile phones, trucks and service technology uniforms, if not Rainsoft. The person we spoke to said they had a problem with Discovery marketing and they were working on it. Discovery Marketing does not follow the forums and must decide to
withdraw the system. Rainsoft and Discovery Marketing Are Not Victims! They have to take responsibility. Consumers are the ones who keep these people in business. They need to be taken care of. So I have to tell as many people as possible about my situation and they decide not to buy the product. Then it's the fault
of rainsoft and discovery marketing. As for what was said about McDonald's, if you buy bad food they will offer you a new order if you choose your money or refund it. If you're shopping at Walmart, offer an exchange or refund. When it comes to Ford and Chevrolet, there are lemon laws to protect consumers. Even if
some companies treat us that way, not all consumers are stupid. We are stuck in an industry that sells us a lot of garbage. Push us into lying and false misleading ads. Our purchase is with the hope that we are getting what the company pays for us.   1 Response to April 18, 2005 09:46 AM Lane Soft Issues!!! I have
sympathy for you unfortunateSource. Our problems with our well water are a thing of the past. For many years we lived in a small village and the city provided water. It was terrible (bad smell, chlorine, etc.) . We decided to install Rainsoft softener to treat the problem. We have used it for 8 years with almost any problem
(cheaper to solve). Of course we had to buy salt every few months, but it was worth it when we tasted the difference. We recently bought a new house (as mentioned earlier) and the well water was wicked. We knew there was a problem with the water when we decided to buy it and that must have been the reason we
had been sitting on the market for about two years. I have worked in wastewater treatment for 10 years and know that almost any water on the earth's side can be treated and edible. Our new chemical feedsystem was $4,000, but we bought a house for $24,000 below the value we were rated, so I think it's a good trade-
off. We have our new system installed with our 8 year old softener and everything works great. Of course, there are some maintenance that need to be done, but we have the perfect water in return. Our cost (chemical/salt) costs about $30 per month, but we were paying more than that for city water before we moved in. I
would also like to mention that working with a rainsoft dealer (carpenter/durham, N.C) in our area is also great. They are always here on time, very friendly and complete tasks with the highest quality of work in a reasonable amount of time. Our salespeople ensure that our water will be perfect and this system will handle it
regardless of what the well may be in the water (iron, low pH, hardness, bacteria, etc.). To see is to believe! I am completely impressed and that is hard work to do. I wish your experience could have been more like ours. Later!   1 reply Thu 21 April, 2005 08:37 I bought this system about 5 years ago lane soft products
and concerns about the staff and I did not show or I called several times to get the service just fell and how it worked was not a problem for me and I said I knew what happened? I HAVE 4 YOUNG KIDS THEY ARE STILL GONNA CHARGE AND NOW THERE IS A BIG LEAK IN THE SYSTEM AND A BIG LEAK FROM
THE BULLRING THAT HAS AN ELECTRICAL PROBLEM IN MY BREAKER FOR MY HOUSE AND THERE IS A LOT OF CONNECTOR CORDS NEAR THIS LEAK AND THERE ARE 4 YOUNG CHILDREN WHO ARE BULDING AND NOW THEY CAN'T BE DANGEROUS WAY MY LIGHT BILL HAS BEEN $600.00
EVERY MONTH DUE TO THIS VERY SAME PROBLEM I RECOMMEND THAT ANYONE WHO NEEDS A FILTER BUY HERE, INSTEAD OF BUYING ONE FROM WALMART AND YOU WON'T BE CHARGED FOR SOME FAKE FEES; T SAID NOW MORE WATER TASTE IS WORSE NOW THAT I BOUGHT A
SYSTEM I PAID OVER $6000 FOR THIS AND DO NOT RECCOMEND ANYONE WHO BUYS THIS SYSTEM PLEASE THE PICTURE OF THE SYSTEM AND THE SHAPE I CAN EMAIL THAT PICTURE MONEY 1 Reply Two 21 April, 2005 01:56 PM Lane Soft Service Hello I (or) Rainsoft Customers. I bought my
water softener a year ago. The equipment did not provide the expected service until 8 months of use. We called and the service technician said the problem was that we don't use salt. We ordered salt and the equipment didn't work properly, the quality of the water was terrible. We called and they wanted 100.00 to see
what they asked us to do on the first call. After an argument with customer service they sent the technology and he was told there was a Timmer fault. I said it's cool, are you with you? And he responded in that hundred order. This was 6 weeks ago. He also replied that he would charge a service charge of 100.00, but that
part was under warranty. The sad thing is that I can't get parts elsewhere. Rainsoftosis. I will provide this information to anyone who hears that they are in the process of buying a filtration system. Fernando 1 reply two 28 April, 2005 07:24 pm Can we take legal action? I have read all my concerns and issues with this
equipment and now my question is that we will be able to do what we can to stop others at the moment who are intent on researching them in SCAMMIMG and if someone is willing to email me, I can find more information about what we can do to prevent them from getting sucked in there if they are willing to email me.
This is very unfair to innocent people who participate with such people when all we want is good clean water until it is put to a stop ,$6000.00 came for someone who paid this and sat product 1 response sat 7, 2005 12:29 I agree with Waterguy ... I think it's easy for people to jump on a site like this and crush the
reputation of the company. My experience with Rainsoft was actually quite different. I think unfortunately it depends on the specific reseller you deal with, considering that they are obviously owned and not operated by the same person. Each is owned separately, so each basically lives up to its integrity. I have owned
AQRODC Rainsoft systems for many years and have excellent service and support from my local distributor. Rainsoft does offer an excellent lifetime warranty in my opinion. Of course, filters will be expensive.... But that's like the price you pay healthly.... They are expensive everywhere.... And it definitely hits hell from
having to buy around a trunk full of gallons of water and do rugs.. Lol... If you are currently having problems in your area, you can contact another distributor..... Give them a break... MG 1 Reply May 16, 2005 01:40 PM Potential Rainsoft Buyers I Was Visiting A salesman on Saturday and yesterday I had to install my
water softener. But because it was Sunday, I told him to come back today. It's very expensive, but I'm impressed with the presentation and they seem to know what they're talking about. I have since done some research of my own and found that it is not as good as a water softener that does not use salt. Does anyone
have any comments or advice on non-salt softeners? Softeners?
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